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iiiti use savings
from thisese new tax laws to invest in additional, needed utility infrastructure, not 
otherwise funded jn rates, within a time frame shorter than would be practicable through 
ThcTffrfrhir appHcatior^3roces,s# to4ilre-ani«hdee-4ettew^}«estmg-estafeiislrment-c>f  a-o *', ~

e-^'r widr^ueh-addi-tional-ctipitd-itn^estiB^nt^ The establishment of a memorandum account 
does not change rates, nor guarantee that rates will he changed in the future. This 
mechanism simply allows the Commission to determine at a future date whether rates 
should be changed, without having to be concerned with issues of retroactive ratemaking.

I*

BACKGROUND
On December 17,2010, President Obama signed the Tasf-Relief, Une-mpleymeat

It has come
to the attention of the Commission that this law may provide tax relief to the utilities 
regulated by this Commission. Provisions in the Tax Relief Act may reduce the utilities’ 
costs of providing service. Many of the utilities regulated by this Commission have their 
rates set on a cost-of-service basis. These utilities include, without limitation: water and 
sewer system corporations, small local exchange carrier telephone corporations (small 
LECs), gas and electrical corporations, pipeline corporations, and heat corporations.

Among, other provisions, the Tax Relief Act provides for 100% bonus depreciation on 
certain business property put into service after September 8,2010 and before January 1, 
2012. The Tax Relief Act also provides for 50% bonus depreciation for property placed 
into service thereafter and before January 1,2013 and for property placed into service in 
2013 where construction begins prior to January 1, 2013.

Consistent with the Internal Revenue Code, the Commission’s ratemaking procedures do 
not reflect in rates the full reduction in tax expense in the year in which accelerated 
depreciation is taken for tax purposes. Rather, rates are set as if depreciation for tax 
purposes were being calculated on the straight line method over the projected life of the 
asset (the same depreciation method used for setting rates). Thus, the utility collects in 
rates taxes that will not need to be paid until a later time, if at all." Nevertheless, 
ratepayers do get a benefit from the accelerated depreciation. This is accomplished 
through “normalization” and the use of a “deferred tax reserve”. The deferred tax reserve 
for any particular asset reflects the amount of depreciation taken for tax purposes that 
exceeds the amount used in setting rates. This difference is then multiplied by a tax rate 
to yield the amount of deferred tax reserve. Thus, for example, assume a utility puts into

1 See City of Los Angeles v. Public Utilities Commission, 15 Cal. 3d 680, 686 (1975) (for an enterprise 
that is either expanding or stable, accelerated depreciation does not merely defer taxes, but eliminates 
them entirely). _
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The approach the Commission should adopt to achieve this purpose:

The Original Draft Resolution2 proposed to accomplish the above purpose by making the 
rates of all cost-of-service rate regulated utilities subject to refund for the limited purpose 
of allowing ratepayers to benefit, to the extent, if any, the Commission finds reasonable, 
from tax benefits resulting from the Tax Relief Act.

In their comments and discussions with Commission staff, the utilities pointed out several 
disadvantages of this approach, primarily the uncertainty created by the “subject to 
refund” language. The utilities noted that the purpose of the bonus depreciation 

| provisions of the New Tax LawsLaw is to encourage additional capital investment, 
thereby stimulating employment and the economy. The utilities could use tax savings 

[ realized under the New Tax fcawsLaw to fund additional, needed utility infrastructure 
investment riot otherwise funded by rates. This may be an opportune time to increase 
capital investment,-given decreases in construction costs and. the availability of bonus 
depreciation for plant put into service before 2013. At least some of the utilities intend to 

| use tax savings from the New Tax I-awsf.aw to fund additional, needed utility 
infrastructure investment. However, the utilities informed staff that they would be 
reluctant to do so if some unknown amount of the tax savings were instead needed to 
fond rate reductions.

In light of these factors, this resolution has been revised to eliminate the subject to refund 
' language, Instead, this resolution uses a memorandum account to track the various

This approach still permits the
Commission to determine at a later date whether some of the impacts of the New Tax

in rates, without having to be concerned about retroactive 
ratemaking issues. However, this approach replaces the uncertainty of “subject to 
refund” language with specific calculations that will be contained in a memorandum 
account. As a result, this resolution should not impede the capital investment that the 
New Tax fcaw&Law are intended to encourage, ' .* Y J~
The second and third drafts of this resolution attempted-WaccommodatJ the desire of
some utilities to use the tax savings realized under the New Tax fcawsLaw to fund 
additional, needed utility infrastructure investment not otherwise funded in rates, by 
allowing the revenue requirement impacts of such additional investment enabled by the 
bonus depreciation provisions of the New Tax feawsLaw to be tracked as an offset to the 
memorandum account. This resolution^odosger- authorizes such an offset. dnstead;-k

} f\£ r&fo-r€ ) "VKtS SolTt/v\ hit

"M/s KVl <z-7y\b f <Z C O & (jyj (.1 iy -<£3 (TYI"C-

Usi*-y KYhf iv\o >n aT.a See immediately preceding footnote. ouz aou
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■Tlt©f©-afe-several-teas©*m?dayjae^ffiJio4mgej^a41©WH%m^feet4o4lie4nem©i:aftAttft- 
<i60ouftt-ereatetl1ry4RlsTesoft!tit>i>4bMieetietl-iitiHty-infrasti'ue{u?^--iTiv-estnieHl-iKH~-- 

•4>4li©rwi,se-lufided-iiTratesr-Fii;strpr€>-visiofroTtsuol-i-aii effset-undulyeemphcaied-the_

t>foUHW«iP\K"0inmis«i©tH-eriew'of the-se©fierfti«i-kirol cfrhryei5tmetttfHhMmiight..b.e.... 
•4na4er~(:)tliieivehaiTrge«-we-at-<H«ak»g te4hO'¥esoltttioHwotHd--oxaeeFbate-tl4spTOltlei^j

Southern California Edison (SCE) has demonstrated that it may well have a revenue 
requirement increase due to the New Tax tawsLaw during 2011, while the revenue 
requirement decreases will be folly reflected in rates for their 2012 GRC test year and the

Lt>

‘ay-men 10 ra ikI um -account. „ 
needed

utility infrastructure enabled by the bonus depreciation provisions of the New Tax 
fcawsLaw, could allow even larger, unidentified, and unreviewed additional capital 
investments to be made, and their costs recovered from ratepayers (subject only to after- 
the-fact reasonableness review)." £.S"ht.bh ~fhtCt sJvt-l/
For the foregoing reasons we are ohmiiufong-awy-eflh^i^fthe memorandum accounjfte*

■ * •* .............................................................................................................. ’

instead* of requiring a pre-spending application or advice letter for all projects funded by 
the tax benefits, we are establishing guidelines for the utilities to follow. To the extent a 1 ,

(LCC^fT

/At)d
utility stay within these guidelines, it would not need to seek pre-approval of the 
spending (although reasonableness would still be subject to review in a subsequent 
GRC). Should a utility determine that the tax benefits would be best invested in some 
area outside of the Resolution’s guidelines, it would need to file an application or advice 
leter seeking Commission approval in order to go forward with the investment.

£>J<3

- In this regard, we note that an explanation of the circumstances under which the memorandum account 
might contain a revenue requirement increase was much more persuasive than abstract arguments for a 
two-way account.
- Under a two-way memorandum account, the amount of additional investment revenue requirement that 
could thus be recovered would no longer be limited to the amount of revenue requirement savings during

■ the period covered by the memorandum account. .
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This memorandum account will be a onetwo-way memorandum account^ i.e., It will-be

Period

..ri'he following paragraphs describe in further detail some of the wording we have used
above in describing the memorandum account.

Amounts in the memorandum account will be recorded on a “revenue requirement basis.” 
This means that each utility will be tracking the revenue requirement impact of each 
change resulting from the New Tax RawsLaw. This is important, because, consistent 
with the Internal Revenue Code, the tax savings from accelerated depreciation are not 
passed through directly to ratepayers, but instead, as explained above, ratepayers benefit 
through the process of normalization and the creation of a deferred tax reserve that is 
deducted from rate base. We also ensure that all amounts recorded in the memorandum 
account will be recorded on a consistent basis by requiring that they all be recorded on a 
revenue requirement basis. ■

We refer to amounts not otherwise reflected (or recovered) in rates. We use this 
terminology to exclude costs and expenses recovered through previously authorized rates, 
e.g,, rates set in a prior GRC. We also use it to exclude costs or expenses recovered 
through rates set after the date of this resolution, e.g., through a balancing account or 
another memorandum account, or a formal proceeding prior to the utility’s next GRC.

J In their comments on the Original Draft Resolution, the energy utilities pointed out that 
| the bonus depreciation afforded by the New Tax 1-awsLaw will decrease their taxable 

income, and therefore may decrease, or eliminate, the Internal Revenue Code Section 199 
Manufacturer’s tax deduction that they are entitled to, which is already reflected In their 

| revenue requirements. The utilities also pointed out that the New Tax LawsLaw will 
have impacts on their working cash, an item that is a component of their rate base and 
therefore also reflected in their revenue requirements, We agree that each of these items 
can properly be reflected in the memorandum account. The energy utilities also argued

revenues. Energy utilities are taxed on plant contributed by others, such as real estate 
developers. Accordingly, when such entities contribute plant to the utility they must also 
contribute an amount to cover the tax impacts (the tax component of CIAC). We agree 

| that the New Tax RawsLaw are likely to have a revenue requirement impact relating to 
energy utility CIAC. The energy utilities are authorized to include these CIAC impacts in 
their memorandum accounts on a revenue requirement basis and consistent with any 
requirements of the Internal Revenue Code.
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yesA YResolution L-411 DRAFT February 24, 2011

memorandum account reflects a 
accounts

revenue requirement increase, the memorandum
yill be terminated without anyrimpact on rates.

X\ N\The following paragraphs describe in furtnfer detaiksome of the wordin
above in describimthe memorandum account.

■ \ \ ' .

g we have used

account will be recorded on a Tqvenue requirement basis.” 
ill be tracking Are revenue requirement impact of eachThis means that each utilr 

chahg^ resulting from the NewflYx Law and oftfre additional, needed infrastmeture 
investmfeqt enabled by the tax savings resulting froha the bonus depreciation provisions of 
the New Taitiaw. This is impqrtanvfrecause, consistent with the IntemH Revenue 
Code, the tax sayings from accelerated appreciation are hot, passed thix^ugh directly to 
ratepayers, but instead, as explained above/ratepayers benenfthrough the process of 
normalization and mbpreation of a deferred takreserve that is deducted from rate base.
We also ensure that all anwunts recorded in the memorandum account will be recorded 
on a consistent basis by requiring that they all he recorded on a revenue requirement 
basis.

In scveral'-pjaces, we refe^Yo amounts ndfqflienvise reflected or redoveredsm rates. We 
use this termihqlogy to excluctemosts and exjiqnses recovered through previously 7 
authorized rates, b.g., rates set in\prior GRC. We also use it to exclude costs /r
exposes recovered through rates sefrafter the date uf this resolution,\.g., througma 
balancin^mccount or ahother memorandum account, or a formal proceeding prior tosthe 
utility’s next GRC. ^ t i/*

Another key, related concept is “additional utility infrastmeture investment.” By '
additional utility infrastructure investment we mean investment made possible by the tax 
savings from the New Tax Law that is in addition to investment otherwise included in 
rates. For utilities that have an adopted figure for additions to plant in service during the 
year(s) included within the Memo Account Period, the additional utility infrastructure 
investment will ordinarily be the amount by which additions to plant in service for that 
Period exceed the adopted figure for that same Period.- For some utilities, the Memo 
Account Period will include Attrition Year(s) for which there is no specific adopted 
figure for additions to plant in service. Those utilities may calculate the amount of 
investment that is included in rates by inflating the Test Year figure for additions to plant 
in sendee by the same percentage by which the Attrition Year’s revenue requirement 
exceeds the Test Year’s revenue requiremenfjTfaiitility without an adopted figure for 
a33frSoiiri5^ of the Memo Account Period contends

a The Memo Account Period will begin in the middle of Test Years or Attrition Years for Covered 
Utilities. This will at least require some proration of the adopted figure. Furthermore, infrastructure 
investment may occur in large lumps. Therefore, it may be necessary to look at plant additions during the 
period(s) immediately preceding the Memo Account Period for a Covered Utility to see how much of the 
plant additions during the Memo Account Period were actually “additional” to the adopted amount.
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